Subject Pronouns

**A. Directions:** Read the sentences. Complete each sentence by adding a subject pronoun from the pronoun box.

1. I asked Billy about baseball practice. __He__ didn’t know what time it began.
2. Jack and Lisa built a solar system for our class. __They__ showed it to us during science.
3. Tom mowed the lawn for my mom and me. __We__ paid him ten dollars.
4. Could Nancy be the next class president? __She__ would make a good choice.

**B. Directions:** Read the sentences. For each sentence, add a second sentence with a subject pronoun. Underline each pronoun. (Example: Michael broke the lamp. __He__ didn’t mean to do it.)

1. Mother said to go outside. **Example: She needed help in the yard.**
2. I took Andre to soccer practice. **Example: He had a good time!**
3. The dog jumped on Marie. **Example: She was frightened.**
4. The twins opened their birthday presents. **Example: They got some fun games.**